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Abstract: In this work, a doubly resonant photonic crystal (PhC) cavity using the merged bound
states in the continuum (BICs) is proposed to obtain a higher second harmonic generation (SHG)
efficiency. Firstly by scanning geometry parameters the accidental BICs and a band-edge mode
outside the light cone can be obtained. Then as the lattice constant or the thickness of the slab is
adjusted the accidental BICs will merge. A supercell with large and small holes is constructed
and the band-edge mode outside the light cone can be mode-matched with the merged BICs
mode. Finally the heterostructure PhC cavity is designed. The merged BICs show a high quality
factor for the photonic crystal with finite size. Consequently, the SHG efficiency of the lattice
constant near merged BICs of 6000% W−1 is higher than the one of the isolated BIC.

© 2022 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Bound state in the continuum (BIC) has attracted researchers owing to the property of ultra-high
quality factor (Q-factor) [1–3]. BIC is the vortex center in the polarization directions of far-field
radiation and can be characterized by the topological charge [1]. BIC can be used to construct
laser [4], high-quality sensor [5], opto-mechanical crystal [6], and chiral-emission metasurface [7].
By splitting the BICs up, the unidirectional guided resonance can be achieved [8–11]. Utilizing
the concept of BIC, the doubly resonant photonic crystal (PhC) cavity can be designed and it
shows the improved nonlinear frequency conversion process [12–14]. In doubly resonant cavity,
a BIC mode is mode-matched with a band-edge mode outside the light cone and the generated
second-harmonic mode can be collected within a small angle. However, the product of Q-factors
at the band-edge mode and the BIC mode still show room to improve.

Recently, researchers start to notice a special kind of BIC called "merged-BICs" [15], which
is also defined as the "super-BIC" [16]. The merged BICs is formed by merging multiple BIC
modes into one point. Traditional BIC-based device usually suffers from scattering loss which is
caused by the coupling with nearby radiative modes. The strategy of merging BICs into one
point can enhance the Q-factors of nearby resonances in the same band, which will result in the
BIC being robust against inevitable fabrication imperfection [15,17–19]. In addition, researchers
subsequently find other merits of the merged BICs resulting from this trait. For example, the
radiative Q-factor at the merged BICs point is generally much larger than the one at pre-merging
point or isolated BIC point for a device with finite size [16]. Merged BICs have already been
widely applied to ultra-low threshold laser [16], chiral resonator [20], and acoustic resonator [21].
Moreover, these devices show improved quality in comparison to the device that uses isolated
BIC mode.

Owing to the large Q-factor of the merged BICs in a PhC with finite size, the doubly resonant
PhC cavity based on that may show improved nonlinear conversion efficiency. However, it
requires that the resonant mode at the second-harmonic frequency must be the merged BICs
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mode, and a band-edge mode at the fundamental frequency must be mode-matched with that.
Simultaneously meeting these conditions is inconvenient. Meanwhile, nonlinear conversion
efficiency also depends on the Q-factor at fundamental frequency and the nonlinear overlapping
factor, which should also be considered. In this paper, we take lithium niobate (LN) PhC as an
example to demonstrate that utilizing the supercell constructed by the large and small air holes
can easily achieve these goals. The BIC-based LN photonic devices are already theoretically and
experimentally exhibited [22–26] and are proven to be an ideal platform for nonlinear process.
In previous works, our group has proposed the beam splitter [27], nonlinear cavity [28], logic
gate [29], and valley waveguide [30] based on lithium niobate PhC. Firstly the band property
of the proposed PhC supercell is analyzed and the approach for matching a band-edge mode
outside the light cone with the merged BICs is introduced. Then a heterostructure PhC cavity is
considered. After determining the geometry parameters the device can meet the mode-matching
condition. Finally, we estimated the SHG efficiency of the device at different lattice constants.

2. Model and theory

Before discussing our simulations we must firstly review the four requirements to design a doubly
resonant PhC cavity using an isolated BIC [12]: (1) The fundamental mode must be a band-edge
mode outside the light cone. (2) The second-harmonic mode must be a BIC mode at the Γ point.
(3) Those modes are either a maximum or a minimum in their bands. (4) The periodic electric
field of those modes has a nonzero nonlinear overlapping factor. Now an additional requirement
must be satisfied: the BIC mode must be the merged BICs mode.

Now back to our design, the first step is to find an accidental BIC mode that satisfies
𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑐−𝐵𝐼𝐶≈ 2 𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑−𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒, where 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑐−𝐵𝐼𝐶 and 𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑−𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 represent the frequencies of accidental
BIC and band edge mode. It is generally simple to obtain an accidental BIC [1], while the
latter requirement is, to some extent, difficult to meet. Here we choose the structure in Fig. 1(a)
which is infinitely extended. The air holes are etched in the suspended slab and are arranged in
hexagonal lattice. The material of the slab is chosen as LN, which has outstanding nonlinear
properties [25]. Current etching technique for LN has demonstrated 85 degrees sidewall angle
of holes [31–33]. The dispersion of the material should be considered [12]. The optical axis
of LN is set to 𝑧 direction and consequently, the nonlinear tensor 𝑑31 is responsible for the
second-harmonic generation process. Moreover, we mainly focus on the transverse electric (TE)
band at the fundamental frequency and the transverse magnetic (TM) band at second-harmonic
frequency. Intuitively once the 𝑑33 tensor is used the nonlinear conversion efficiency will be
higher. However, the merged BICs mode that satisfies four requirements is hard to obtain.
Detailed simulation results are discussed in the Appendix part. The refractive index tensors are
𝑛𝑥=2.2111, 𝑛𝑦=2.2111, and 𝑛𝑧=2.1376 near 1550 nm and 𝑛𝑥=2.2587, 𝑛𝑦=2.2587, and 𝑛𝑧=2.1784
near 775 nm [34]. After numerous simulations with parameter sweep, the lattice constant is set
to 𝑎=650 nm and the radius of holes is set to 𝑟=0.338𝑎=220 nm. The thickness of the slab is
set to 𝑡=0.461𝑎=300 nm. The dashed box in Fig. 1(a) indicates the simulation area. All the
simulations in our work are completed using three-dimensional finite difference time domain
(3D-FDTD) method.

The TE band diagram of the structure at the fundamental frequency is plotted in Fig. 1(b).
The blue dots indicate the bulk bands while the red dots indicate the light line. The band gap
region is marked by a blue rectangle and the Brillouin zone used for the sweep is also plotted.
According to Ref. [12], the band edge mode at upper bulk band near the band gap can be selected
for the frequency conversion as shown in Fig. 1(b). The |𝐻𝑧 | field of the chosen band-edge mode
outside the light cone inside the brown circle is demonstrated in the left-half part in Fig. 1(c).
The absolute value is shown to search the position with the maximum energy. The TM band
diagram of the structure at the second-harmonic frequency is plotted in the top part in Fig. 1(d).
The |𝐸𝑧 | field of the chosen BIC mode inside the black circle is demonstrated in the right-half



Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the simulated unit cell. (b) Band diagram at the fundamental
frequency. (c) Field profiles of the modes inside the circles at fundamental and second-
harmonic frequencies. (d) Band diagram at second-harmonic frequency together with
the Q-factor variations of the band at different thicknesses. (e) Variations of the
thickness where the merged BICs locates versus the radii of holes. (f) Dependence of
radius of the holes on the doubled frequency of the band-edge mode outside the light
cone, the frequency of the merged BICs, and their difference, respectively. (g) Band
diagram at the fundamental frequency with 𝑟=0.338𝑎 and 𝑟=0.369𝑎.

part of Fig. 1(c). From the field profiles it can be inferred that the energy in chosen TE mode is
mainly located in two side lobes around the hole, while the the energy in chosen TM mode is
mainly located in six clusters around the hole. The TM band indicates a symmetry-protected
BIC and an accidental BIC, which is verified by calculating the Q-factors of the band. The
bottom part of Fig. 1(d) shows that at 𝑘𝑦=0 and 𝑘𝑦=0.075 (2𝜋/𝑎) the Q-factors become infinite
when 𝑡 = 0.461𝑎. Previous work has already demonstrated that the FDTD method can simulate
above 106 Q-factor [12]. As for the TE band, the Q-factor at Γ point is infinite owing to that it
locates outside the light cone. According to the conservation law of the topological charge, the
accidental BIC mode will move its position in 𝑘 space as the thickness or the lattice constant
of PhC gradually changes while the symmetry-protected BIC will be fixed [1, 18]. Here the
thickness of the slab is gradually increased, and it can be observed that the accidental BIC mode
gradually merges toward Γ point and finally the merged BICs mode can be obtained at 𝑡 = 0.467𝑎.
The blue arrow indicates the moving direction as shown in Fig. 1(d). At the merged BICs point
the Q-factor decreases extremely slowly as 𝑘𝑦 increases, which is the evidence of the merged
BICs. As the thickness becomes further larger, the topological charges will cancel each other
and the mode at Γ point will be a symmetry-protected BIC again instead of the merged BICs.
Although the structure in Fig. 1(a) does not work near 1550 nm, according to the scaling rule of
PhC by changing the absolute value of the lattice constant the device can work near 1550 nm.

Next, the requirement of the mode-matching condition must be satisfied, i.e., 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑐−𝐵𝐼𝐶=2 𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑−𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒



must be satisfied. In the current geometry parameter, the mode-mismatch Δ 𝑓 = 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑐−𝐵𝐼𝐶-
2 𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑−𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 still cannot attain zero. According to Ref. [12], the mode-matching can be achieved
by adjusting one geometry parameter like 𝑟 or 𝑡 as the 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑐−𝐵𝐼𝐶 and 2 𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑−𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 change with
different speeds versus 𝑟 or 𝑡. However, once 𝑟 or 𝑡 is adjusted, the BIC will no longer be the
merged state. Intuitively, both 𝑟 and 𝑡 can be varied for the mode-matching. Here the 𝑟 is
gradually varied, and according to the conservation law of the topological charge for each 𝑟 there
must be a certain 𝑡 where the merged BICs locates. In Fig. 1(e) we show the thickness of the slab
where the merged BICs locates versus numerous radii of holes and the results. Interestingly, as
the radius decreases the thickness attains a saturation value. Variations of 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑐−𝐵𝐼𝐶 , 2 𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑−𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒
and Δ 𝑓 versus 𝑟 are plotted in Fig. 1(f) and it should be noted that for each different 𝑟 in the
abscissa of Fig. 1(f) its corresponding 𝑡 is also different to ensure each point is a state where
BICs merge. As 𝑟 decreases the Δ 𝑓 also attains a saturation value and cannot approach zero. The
simulated results indicate that adjusting both 𝑟 and 𝑡 is not sufficient to realize the mode-matching
condition.

In Fig. 1(g) the band diagram at the fundamental frequency for 𝑟=0.338𝑎 and 𝑟=0.369𝑎 are
plotted. It can be seen that the whole bands have moved into the higher frequency when 𝑟=0.369𝑎.
That’s to say, the selected band with 𝑟=0.338𝑎 locates at the band gap region in the diagram
with 𝑟=0.369𝑎. Consequently, the PhC with larger 𝑟 can be used to confine light at fundamental
frequency in our device.

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of the simulated unit cell. (b) 𝐸𝑥 , (c) 𝐸𝑦 , and (d) 𝐻𝑧 field
profiles of the modes at the fundamental frequency, and (e) 𝐸𝑧 field profile at the
second-harmonic frequency. (f)-(g) Q-factor variations of the band with the lattice
constant of 653 nm, 649 nm and 640 nm, respectively. (i) Variations of the lattice
constant where the merged BICs locates versus radii of holes. (j) Dependence of radius
of holes on the doubled frequency of the band-edge mode outside the light cone, the
frequency of the merged BICs mode, and their difference, respectively.

To make the band-edge mode outside the light cone mode match the merged BICs mode, six
new small holes around the large hole are added as shown in Fig. 2(a). The implementation
does not break the C6𝑣 symmetry of the system and the merged topological charge at Γ point
will not suddenly disappear [35]. Constructing the supercell with the large and the small holes
has already been used to achieve BIC-based negative refraction [36]. Here the parameters are



𝑎=650 nm, 𝑡=286 nm, and 𝑟𝑐1=210 nm, respectively. 𝑟𝑐1 and 𝑟𝑐2 represent the radius of large
holes and small holes. The mode profiles of the merged BICs at Γ point are shown in Figs.
2(b)-2(d). The mode profile of the band-edge mode outside the light cone is shown in Fig. 2(e).
Here the profiles are plotted to ensure the fundamental and the second-harmonic modes have a
nonzero nonlinear overlapping factor. The principle of this design mainly lies in the different
field distributions of the fundamental and the second-harmonic modes. We expected that adding
small holes influences the wavelength of BIC mode owing to that the energy mainly distributes
over the area where the small holes are constructed. As the 𝑎 is gradually adjusted, the accidental
BICs will merge at Γ point and the merged BICs can be obtained. When 𝑟𝑐2=50 nm, the Q-factor
variations of the band at the lattice constant of 653 nm, 649 nm, and 640 nm versus 𝑘 are plotted
as shown in Figs. 2(f)-2(h), respectively. The blue arrow indicates the moving direction of
the accidental BIC. In comparison to the results in Fig. 1(d) the simulated maximum Q-factor
becomes lower. The reason lies in that adding small structure enhances the difficulties of dividing
the mesh. It reminds us that for each lattice constant, we will select a suitable 𝑟𝑐2 to achieve
the mode-matching condition. In Fig. 2(i) the lattice constant variations of the slab where the
merged BICs locates for numerous radii of small holes are shown. For each merged BICs point
𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑐−𝐵𝐼𝐶 , 2 𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑−𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 and Δ 𝑓 versus 𝑟 are shown in Fig. 2(j) and similarly it should be noted
that for each different 𝑟𝑐2 in the abscissa its corresponding 𝑡 is also different to ensure each point
is a merged BICs point. As we predicted the 2 𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑−𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 nearly stays steady as 𝑟𝑐2 varies while
the 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑐−𝐵𝐼𝐶 changes fiercely. Δ 𝑓 finally crosses the zero point and the matching condition can
be realized. The method of adding small holes can adjust the Δ 𝑓 over a large range.

3. Results and discussions

In this section, the heterostructure PhC cavity is considered as shown in Fig. 3(a). The lattice
constant of the device is enlarged compared with that in Fig. 1 to ensure the cavity works near
1550 nm. The small and the large holes possess the same lattice constant. The optical axis of
the material points to 𝑧 direction. Like Ref. [12] the heterostructure PhC can be divided into
core region, transition region, and outer region. These regions possess the same lattice constant.
The outer region is constructed for confining the photons near 1550 nm and the transition region
is just for improving the Q-factor [12]. The radii of holes in core, transition, and outer regions
are 𝑟𝑐1=254 nm, 𝑟𝑡=260 nm, and 𝑟𝑜=270 nm. By carefully adjusting the geometry parameters
the mode-matching condition can be satisfied. The side lengths of three regions are 𝑙𝑐=10𝑎,
𝑙𝑡=14𝑎, and 𝑙𝑜=24𝑎, respectively. Only in core region there are small holes and 𝑟𝑐2=40 nm. The
thickness is 𝑡=345 nm. When the lattice constant is 𝑎=769 nm, the device supports the merged
BICs mode at 768.6 nm and a band-edge mode at 1541.1 nm.

In Fig. 3(d) the dependence of radiative Q-factor of the BIC mode on the lattice constant of the
structure is plotted. When 𝑎=769 nm, the Q-factor obtains its maximum value of 1979, while for
the isolated BIC it is below 1000. This is the evidence of the merged BICs mode for a finite-size
PhC [16]. It should be noted that according to Ref. [16] the 𝑎 with the maximum Q-factor usually
differs from the 𝑎 of the merged BICs point as shown in Fig. 3(d). The 𝑎 in our infinite system
shows the merged BICs point at 𝑎=773 nm.

To characterize the performance of the proposed device, the field profiles and the far-field
emission profiles of the merged BICs mode and the band-edge mode outside the light cone are
plotted. The |𝐸𝑧 | field profile of the merged BICs mode at 768.6 nm is shown in Fig. 4(a). The
field profile of the higher-order mode at 763.6 nm is also shown in Fig. 4(b). In Figs. 4(c)-4(d)
the |𝐻𝑧 | field of the fundamental and the higher-order band-edge mode are plotted and they
locate at 1541.1 nm and 1533.6 nm. In Figs. 4(e)-4(f) the polar far-field emission profiles of the
merged BICs mode in the upper half space are obtained. As we predicted the far-field emission is
the hollow beam, which is determined by the vortex nature of the BIC [12]. In Figs. 4(g)-4(h)
the far-field emission profiles of the band-edge mode and the higher-order band-edge mode in the



Fig. 3. (a) Model of simulated heterostructure PhC cavities. (b) Three dimensional
and (c) two dimensional enlarged views of the proposed device. (d) Dependence of
radiative Q-factors of the PhC cavity versus the lattice constants.

upper half space are obtained. The results indicate that the far-field emissions at 768.6 nm and
1541.1 nm are highly collimated around the normal incidence, which leads to efficient excitation
and collection of nonlinear signal [12].

At last we estimate the performance of the proposed device as a nonlinear cavity. The
second-harmonic generation efficiency can be calculated using the formula [12, 14]:

𝑃𝑜

𝑃2
𝑖

=
8
𝜔1

( 𝜒 (2)√︃
𝜖0_

3
𝐹𝐻

)
)2 |𝛽 |2𝑄2
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Where 𝜖0 is the vacuum permittivity. 𝛽 can be determined by [12, 14, 37]:
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Where _𝐹𝐻 is the wavelength of the band-edge mode, 𝜒𝑖 𝑗𝑘 is the dimensionless nonlinear
tensor elements. Here we assumed that the extrinsic Q-factor is infinite and the perfect pumping



Fig. 4. Field profiles of the modes at (a) 768.6 nm, (b) 763.6 nm, (c) 1541.6 nm, and
(d) 1533.6 nm, respectively. Polar far-field emission profiles of the modes at (e) 768.6
nm, (f) 763.6 nm, (g) 1541.6 nm, and (h) 1533.6 nm, respectively.

Fig. 5. (a) Q-factors at the fundamental frequencies versus lattice constants. (b) The
square of nonlinear overlapping factors versus lattice constants. (c) Second harmonic
generation efficiency versus lattice constants.

and collecting condition can be satisfied. We noted that most energy is distributed in the center of
the cavity and electric field data in the boundary of the cavity is not considered for convenience
of calculation. Consequently the |𝛽 | is a little larger than its actual value but it does not influence
its relative value for different lattice constants.

It can be inferred that the theoretical second-harmonic generation efficiency is mainly



determined by the Q-factors at the fundamental and the second harmonic frequencies and the
nonlinear overlapping factor. In our work, the PhC slab is constructed by LN, and the optical
axis is pointed to a fixed direction. The resonant frequencies of modes at different constants
near 769 nm are similar. In Fig. 5(a)-5(b) we demonstrate the Q-factors of the band-edge mode
outside the light cone and the square of nonlinear overlapping factors versus lattice constants.
The results indicate that they also show a peak near the merged BICs point. Consequently, the
second-harmonic generation efficiency will obtain its maximum value near the merged BICs
point as shown in Fig. 5(c). The maximum value is 60 W−1 (6000% W−1). The value is far
large than that of isolated BIC.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we proposed a doubly resonant LN photonic crystal cavity using the merged BICs
to achieve a higher SHG efficiency. The unit cell of large and small holes is established and a
band-edge mode at the fundamental frequency will be mode-matched with the merged BICs
mode. It can be found that the SHG of the merged BICs of 60 W−1 (6000% W−1) is higher than
the one of the isolated BIC. Our design recipe is not limited to LN and can be extended to other
nonlinear materials like GaN or AlGaAs. In addition, except for the second-harmonic generation,
our design can apply to the parametric down-conversion process. Except for the higher Q-factor
at the merged BIC point for a finite-size PhC, the merit of the merged BICs also includes the
robustness of Q-factor against the random fluctuations on radii or lattice constants of the holes.
Consequently, the nonlinear conversion efficiency may shows the slighter degradation compared
with the one of isolated BIC against disorder. However, it is just a hypothesis and requires our
future simulation to verify. This work is expected to broader the application of the merged BICs
in nonlinear photonic area.
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Nos. 91950107, and 12134009), the National Key R&D Program of China (Grant Nos.
2019YFB2203501), Shanghai Municipal Science and Technology Major Project (2019SHZDZX01-
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Appendix

As we discussed in the main text once 𝑑33 tensor is used the conversion efficiency is higher.
Here we consider the structure in Fig. 6(a) with the optical axis pointing to 𝑦 direction. We
set the lattice constant 𝑎=630 nm, the thickness 𝑡=630 nm, and the radius of holes 𝑟=170 nm.
We mainly consider the TE band gap in both fundamental and second-harmonic frequencies.



Moreover, the band diagram at the fundamental frequency is shown in Fig. 6(b) and the band gap
is labeled in the blue box. The 𝐻𝑧 field of the BIC mode is plotted in Fig. 6(c) and the band
diagram at second-harmonic frequency is shown in Fig. 6(d). Near 2 𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑−𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 we can find an
accidental BIC and by changing the thickness of the slab the accidental BIC is approaching Γ

point as shown in Fig. 6(e). When the thickness is 657 nm the merged BICs can be obtained
and no symmetry-protected BIC can be found. The field of the merged BICs mode shows the
odd symmetry along the 𝑦 axis, and consequently, the nonlinear overlapping factor using 𝑑33 is
zero [12]. We sweep numerous geometry parameters of PhC and find that it is hard to obtain the
accidental BIC which satisfies this condition.

Fig. 6. (a) Model of PhC with optical axis pointing to 𝑦 direction. (b) Band diagram
at the fundamental frequency. (c) Field profiles of the merged BICs mode at the
second-harmonic frequency. (d) Band diagram at the second-harmonic frequency.
Evolution of the accidental BIC when the thickness is (e) 630 nm, (f) 645 nm, (g) 657
nm, and (h) 670 nm.


